Decentralized control is a promising method with many advantages while an effective design method for it is desired. Design in conventional methods is complicated because the correspondence between a system role and its controllers is unclear. This paper aims at establishing a design framework for decentralized control systems that deals with task shift, faults, performance limits, and environmental variation in a unified manner. We have proposed functionbased controller design for a bilateral control system, the simplest form of a decentralized control system. In this paper, the method is expanded to a decentralized control system with multiple subsystems. "Function" is defined as a minimum component of a system role. Conversely, the system role is described as a combination of functions. Controllers are designed based on functions instead of control objects. This idea solves the problem of design complexity in decentralized control systems.
Decentralized control is a promising method with many advantages while an effective design method for it is desired. Design in conventional methods is complicated because the correspondence between a system role and its controllers is unclear. This paper aims at establishing a design framework for decentralized control systems that deals with task shift, faults, performance limits, and environmental variation in a unified manner. We have proposed functionbased controller design for a bilateral control system, the simplest form of a decentralized control system. In this paper, the method is expanded to a decentralized control system with multiple subsystems. "Function" is defined as a minimum component of a system role. Conversely, the system role is described as a combination of functions. Controllers are designed based on functions instead of control objects. This idea solves the problem of design complexity in decentralized control systems.
In this study, robot information is transformed to new coordinate space based on functions to associate function-based controllers with control objects. The controllers are designed in the new coordinate space based on functions. This new coordinate space is called function coordinate space. On the other hand, the original coordinate space is called robot coordinate space. The overview of the control system is shown in Fig. 1 . The robot coordinate is transformed to function coordinate by transformation matrix T.
The dynamics in each coordinate does not interact with each other. Therefore, the control system shown in Fig. 1 could be treated as a decoupled system. Essential behavior of the function in the function coordinate space is simple although one function-based controller affects multiple robots. The behavior realized by each function-based controller is named "function mode". The behavior of the entire system in robot coordinate space shows up as superposition of function modes.
The design flow of function-based control system is shown in Fig. 2 . This method makes the controller design explicit since system role and individual controllers are related directly. The controller design also becomes simple since each function is a minimum component of the system role. These features provide some advantages for the system. For example, flexibility is improved because of simple design for task shift. This system can also handle The main idea of function-based controller design is to design each controller as a detachable component. Many kinds of functionbased controllers are designed in advance like peripheral equipment. Among them, requisite functions are exerted depending on the varying system role. Great patterns of tasks are realized with such a framework. In sum, this framework is useful for control of robots adaptive to complicated environments since it solves the issues of task variation and exception handling of complicated systems. Results on experiments and simulations show validity of the proposed method.
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Introduction
Decentralized control is a promising method for large scale systems. It is preeminent in many features such as flexibility, fault tolerance, expandability, rapid response etc.. Many studies applied it to robot control systems (1) - (5) . Among them, interesting concepts such as subsumption architecture (1) , multi-agent system (2) and cell structure (3) have been proposed. Artificial intelligence is often introduced to solve the design issue of these methods. Decentralized control is also utilized for fault tolerant systems (5) . More explicit and simple framework in view of controller design is desired although the methods for decentralized control systems are interesting as concepts.
Decomposition block control (6) is one of the efficient solutions. It transforms a control system into BCD-form and simplifies the design problem. Arimoto and Nguyen (7) have shown that overall control input can be designed by linear superposition of all signals under the condition of unique stationary resolution of the controlled position variables. Okada, Tatani, and Nakamura (8) have proposed a method to symbolize robot motion based on singular value decomposition.
This paper aims at establishing a design framework for decentralized control systems that deals with task shift, faults, performance limits, and environmental variation in a unified manner. The authors have proposed function-based controller design for a bilateral control system, the simplest form of a decentralized control system (13) . In this paper, the method is expanded to a decentralized control system with multiple subsystems.
Functionality is an idea to divide the system role into * Keio University 3-14-1 Hiyoshi, Kohoku, Yokohama 223-8522 components. Individual controllers are directly related to functions instead of control objects. This idea solves the problem of design complexity in decentralized control systems. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the supposed system to explain functions with an example; Section 3 shows the basic concept of a function; Section 4 shows examples and some interesting features of functions; Section 5 explains design procedures step by step in detail; Section 6 and Section 7 show simulation results and experimental results, respectively; finally, Section 8 concludes this study. Fig. 1 shows a supposed control system to explain functions with an example. The following discussion is based on this system. The system is considered in 1 dimensional space for simplicity. It consists of four robots named robot 1, robot 2, robot 3, and robot 4, respectively.
Supposed System
Two robots make a pair and each pair grasps a load. The pair of robot 1 and robot 2 grasps load 1 while the pair of robot 3 and robot 4 grasps load 2. Distance between two pairs is controlled to be constant. An operator gives the command force to the load or the robot. Operator force is detected by reaction force observer (RFOB) (9) and assisted. Therefore the operator feels the load lighter. The operator can detect Fig. 1 . Supposed system the collision in the further site because both pairs compose a kind of a bilateral control system. It is assumed that communication between robots is complete.
Concept of Functionality
Definition of Function
This part introduces the idea of functionality (13) . At first, a system role is defined as follows: Definition 1 "System role" is a description on the requirement from a user to a robot control system.
The system role represents a momentary feature of the control system and does not include sequential information. The control system should be designed to satisfy the system role. However, it is difficult to associate a system role with a controller directly since the system role consists of abstract words. The idea of functionality is introduced as follows to concretize the system role. Definition 2 "Function" is a minimum component of a system role. Conversely, the system role is described as a combination of functions.
Robots often need to execute multiple actions in parallel as the operation becomes complicated. For example, robots have to move after they grasp a load in conveying operation. In short, the robots have to "move" and "grasp" at the same time. Robots may be urged to execute and switch a wide variety of actions especially in a large scale system. The idea of functionality is to express these actions in units of functions.
Coordinate Space Based on Function
This subsection describes complicated relationship between functions and robots. A new coordinate space based on functions is then introduced to sort out this relationship.
The examples of functions are listed in Table 1 . As shown in the table, majority of the functions are based on information of multiple robots. It also needs to provide inputs to the robots at the same time. Function-based information should be extracted from each robot so as to design function-based controllers. Function-based controllers have complicated relationship with robots while they are related directly with functions as shown in Fig. 2 .
In this study, robot information is transformed to new coordinate space based on functions to associate function-based controllers with control objects. The controllers are then designed in the new coordinate space based on functions. This new coordinate space is called function coordinate space. On the other hand, the original coordinate space is called robot compensate friction velocity sum compensation of entire system inertia assist manipulation force sum manipulation force from human torque limit limit excessive input torque of a robot velocity limit slow down velocity of a robot overspeed actuator position limit avoid collisions position of a robot and prohibited area coordinate space.
The overview of the control system is shown in Fig. 3 . The robot coordinates are transformed to function coordinates by a transformation matrix.
The coordinate transformation from robot coordinates to function coordinates is shown in (1).
where x is the position information. A subscript r denotes the robot coordinate and f denotes the function coordinate. Numbers in subscripts denote the order of functions or robots. N is the total number of mounted functions. M is the total number of robots. T shows the transformation matrix. A method to derive T is described later.
Velocity, acceleration, input force τ and external force f are all transformed in the same way.
Dynamics in Function Coordinate Space
The dynamic equation in function coordinate space is derived in this section to show that it is proper to design the controllers in the function coordinate space. The dynamic equation in the original robot coordinate space is as follows: 
Here, m r stands for the mass of robots and µ r stands for the friction coefficient. The numbers in subscripts denote the robot number.
Assuming if all of the robots have the same mechanism,
where
Then the dynamic equation in the function coordinate space is derived as (8) .
It shows that the input from the function-based controller works as if it controls a virtual object in the function coordinate space. It also shows that the dynamics in each coordinate does not interact with each other. Therefore, the control system shown in Fig. 3 could be treated as a decoupled system shown in Fig. 4 . As shown in the dynamic equation, essential behavior of the function in the function coordinate space is simple although one function-based controller affects multiple robots. The behavior carried out by each function-based controller is named "function mode". The behavior of the entire system in robot coordinate space shows up as superposition of function modes.
Parameters of robots are not necessarily equal in practice. In such a situation, independence of each function mode holds by applying disturbance observer (DOB) (12) to each robot. The independence holds since DOB has a feature to change the original system into the nominal system without any disturbance. 
Example and Feature of Function
This section shows examples of functions and categorize them into two types: task function and performance limit function. Task functions are to execute the required tasks. Performance limit functions are to deal with performance limits. Some features of these functions are described after presenting the examples. Fig. 5 shows a controller for a rigid coupling function. This controller provides an input so as to control the position difference of two control objects. x RC shows the position of the virtual object, that is position difference of two control objects. τ RC shows the input force to the virtual object. When the rigid coupling is the ith function, x RC , τ RC and f RC stands for x f i , τ f i and f f i in (8), respectively. Equation (9) shows the force input from the rigid coupling controller. Equation (10) is derived from substituting (9) to (8) . This equation shows the function mode of the rigid coupling function. It realizes rigid coupling in the frequency range lower than g, the cutoff frequency of DOB. Note that the DOB here is a kind of workspace observer (10) in the function coordinate space and it differs from the DOB in each robot mentioned in Section 3.3. It works as a spring coupling with stiffness K RC and friction coefficient D RC in the frequency range higher than g.
Examples of Task Functions
Rigid Coupling Function
Here, a subscript RC denotes the rigid coupling function. Fig. 6 shows a controller for a grasp function. Here, a subscript grasp denotes the grasp function and k f shows the force gain. It controls the internal force on a load between two robots. This function is based on the difference of external force of two robots. The robots can keep grasping as long as disturbance on the load is smaller than 1 2 τ cmd . Fig. 7 shows a controller for an inertia manipulation function. Here, a subscript IM denotes the inertia manipulation function. It assists the external force on a virtual object. The virtual object may correspond to a robot or multiple robots. The assist force is given by (11) .
Grasp Function
Inertia Manipulation Function
Substituting (11) 
As shown in (12) , the inertia manipulation function realizes virtual mass m v and virtual friction coefficient µ v . k f manipulates their values. Fig. 8 shows a position limit controller. Here, a subscript PL denotes the position limit function. It is a PD controller with conditions. When a robot goes out of its working area, position limit controller works so as to bring the robot back into the working area. This function is mainly applied for collision avoidance. Fig. 9 shows a velocity limit controller. Here, a subscript VL denotes a velocity limit function. It is a velocity controller with conditions. When a robot runs over the velocity limit, it decreases the velocity. Fig. 10 shows a torque limit controller. Here, a subscript T L denotes the torque limit function. This controller does not have a feedback loop. It only modifies the torque input when reference torque exceeds the torque limit. In fact, torque limit controller itself does nothing to handle exceptions. It, however, helps to allocate torque inputs by becoming active. When the function becomes active, other functions do not provide excessive inputs to the robot that exceeds torque limit. In this study, the function modifies the force input instead of the torque input since we suppose linear actuators.
Examples of Performance Limit Function
Position Limit Function
Velocity Limit Function
Torque Limit Function
Function Activity
Performance limit functions work under limited conditions. They provide inputs when the state value of the system exceeds the performance limit. We define this state of functions as "active". On the other hand, controllers based on performance limit functions do not provide any inputs when the system state is within the range of An extra DOF of the system arises when a function is inactive because no input is given from the function. Therefore it becomes possible to add other functions when inactive functions exist. On the contrary, some functions could not be executed when the total DOF of functions exceeds the total DOF of robots. The state of a function unexecuted due to a limited DOF is named "standby".
Exception Handling
This method deals with faults and environmental variations by manipulating the parameter of the performance limit function. For example, a velocity limit should be set to 0 m/s when a gear of a robot is jammed. A position limit should be given when an unknown object comes in. An actuator breakdown is described as a state of a 0 Nm torque limit. This kind of faults and environmental variations are treated as exceptions. The state beyond the performance limit is also treated as an exception. In this way, exceptions such as faults, performance limits and environmental variations are handled in the unified manner.
In conventional methods, exception handling required much effort since every combination of multiple exceptions needs programming. In this method, each exception corresponds to each performance limit function without any interferences. Hence design effort of exception handling becomes small. 
Procedure of Design
A previous section showed the examples of functions and introduced significant features of them. This section describes the procedures of design based on these features. The design flow for a function-based control system is shown in Fig. 11 . Each step is described in detail in this section.
Specification of System Role
As a first step to design a function-based control system, the system role of the system should be decided and described. The system role should cover the tasks of the system, fault tolerance and performance limits.
For example, the system role of the supposed system is described as follows: "Transparent bilateral control between two pairs is achieved while each pair is grasping the load. Robots operate within the performance limits such as velocity limits and torque limits. No collision between robots occurs."
Division of System Role
As shown in the previous example, the system role is described in words that are useful expression for people although it is abstract and complicated. Now it should be described in a physical fashion to associate with controllers. It makes the controller design explicit. It is also effective to divide the system role into minimum units to simplify each controller. Therefore the system role is divided to functions.
The system role described above is divided into several functions as follows:
• grasp function for robot 1 and robot 2
• grasp function for robot 3 and robot 4
• rigid coupling function for pairs of (robot 1, robot 2) and (robot 3, robot 4) • inertia manipulation function for entire system • torque limit functions for each robot • velocity limit functions for each robot • position limit functions for each robot.
Setup of Function Priority
Performance limit functions become active when exceptions occur. Therefore the number of active functions often alters during the operation. Standby functions should be selected to sustain important functions when the number of active functions increases. Hence we introduce the concept of priority order.
Bases to make a priority order are as follows:
( 1 ) mechanical limit ( 2 ) safety ( 3 ) importance of the task. Functions to deal with mechanical limits are the most Fig. 11 . Flow of controller design important since mechanical limits are the absolute condition of a robot control system. Most of the performance limit functions belong to this category. Functions to assure safety comes the next because safety is the priority for users. Functions such as a collision avoidance function belong to this category. A grasp function also has a high priority since it is dangerous to drop the grasped load in some situations. Except these two bases, function priority is given from the importance of the task. The priority order of functions in the supposed system becomes as follows:
• torque limit functions for each robot • velocity limit functions for each robot • position limit functions for each robot • grasp function for robot 1 and robot 2
• rigid coupling function for pairs of (robot 1, robot 2) and (robot 3, robot 4) • inertia manipulation function for entire system. Torque limit functions, velocity limit functions and position limit functions come first since they are to deal with mechanical limits. Two grasp functions come in the next place to assure safety. The order of other two functions are given from the importance of the task. The importance is decided arbitrarily.
Configuration of Transformation Matrix
This section describes how to configure the transformation matrix T. As described in Fig. 2 , a function mode affects multiple robots while the function mode itself is simple. Transformation vector represents direction of the affect from the function mode to the robots. t f unction in (13) shows the transformation vector.
For example, a function mode of a rigid coupling function between robot 1 and robot 2 shows up to the position difference x r1 − x r2 . Since the function is based on the differential information of control objects, 1 and −1 are substituted respectively to the elements related to the control objects. Equation (14) shows the transformation vector of this example.
Transformation vectors of all functions are figured out in this way. When the function is based on the sum information of control objects, 1 is substituted to related elements. Other elements not related to the functions are 0. The transformation matrix T is figured out based on the functions in priority order.
Transformation vectors of the active functions are ranked in the priority order. The transformation matrix should be reconfigured when activity of any functions alters. Transformed coordinates do not interfere with each other when rows of the transformation matrix are independent. Rank of the transformation matrix should be figured out to confirm whether functions are independent to each other. Equation (16) is the condition that functions are independent to each other.
On the other hand, (17) shows the condition that the sum DOF of the functions and the sum DOF of the robots are equal.
If rank(T) < M, it is possible to add other functions since redundancy exists. Rank of the transformation matrix is also utilized for deciding the number of mounted functions.
Simulation Results
Normal Conveying Operation
We verified the performance of the proposed control system in simulation. Table 2 shows parameters in the simulation. Fig. 12 shows the results when external force F ext = 0.28 × sin(t) N was given to load 1. The transformation matrix in normal condition is shown as follows:
Force responses of robot 1 and robot 2 stand for the grasp force on load 1. Similarly, force responses of robot 3 and robot 4 stand for the grasp force on load 2. It is shown from the result that grasp functions were successfully executed on both loads. Force responses fluctuated due to the external force while they never became lower than 0. Position responses and velocity responses show that the coupling function and the inertia manipulation function worked well. The distance between both pairs was controlled to be constant in spite of the existence of the external force.
Conveying Operation over Velocity Limit
In the next place, external force F ext = 0.35 × sin(t) + 0.06 N was given to load 1. Then velocity went over the limit of robot 1, 2.0 m/s. With 0.1 m/s of safety margin, the velocity limit function became active when the velocity response exceeded 1.9 m/s. Because of the priority order, the velocity limit function was the first function while it was active. Two grasp functions and a coupling function took back seats. The inertia manipulation function was standby due to the excess of functions. The result is shown in Fig. 13 . The transformation matrix when the velocity limit function became active is shown as follows:
Velocity responses show that robot 1 velocity never overran the limit. Velocity of other robots were also repressed in tune with the robot 1 so as to achieve grasp and coupling functions. Force responses show that the grasp function was executed without any failure even when the velocity limit function became active. A slight error occurred on force responses when the velocity limit function got active because of the rapid input variation in the velocity limit function. The fact indicates need of input smoothness.
Conveying Operation with Actuator Breakdown
The authors realized the situation that the actuator on a robot 4 broke down while robot 1 is running at maximum velocity. It is able to handle this kind of a fault situation by setting the torque limit of distressed robot as 0. A torque limit function on the distressed robot became active. The transformation matrix at that time is shown as (20). 
The results are shown in Fig. 14 . The grasp function for load 2 was replaced since the function cannot be executed without the input force on robot 4. The torque limit function on robot 4 was active instead. At the same time, the velocity of robot 1 came to the limit. Then the velocity limit function on robot 1 became active and the inertia manipulation function was replaced. The position responses and the force responses show that the grasp function on load 1 and the coupling function worked out under multiple faults. It shows that function-based controller design attained a fault tolerant control system. Based on the priority order, the control system sustained the important functions and exception handling functions became active while low priority functions were replaced. Consequently the entire control system could keep the operation with the minimal task reduction under existence of multiple faults.
Experiment
In order to show the validity of function-based controllers, an experiment is executed on the experimental system shown in Fig. 15 . Table 3 denotes the parameters of Fig. 16 is the illustration of the experiment. Fig. 17 shows the position information during the experiment. Fig. 18 shows the force information.
Functions were shifted depending on time t. The following describes steps on the experiment. 1) t < 5 A rigid coupling function and an inertia manipulation function were applied. The transformation matrix was as follows: 
Manipulators were moved freely by the hand. Note that the rigid coupling function here is to control position sum instead of difference. Hence, the master and the slave moved in the opposite direction.
2) 5 ≤ t < 12
There was no changeover of tasks but a load was pinched by the hand motion.
3) t = 12
The inertia manipulation function was shifted to a grasp function. A command value of grasping force was 1.2 Nm. The transformation matrix became as follows: 
4) 12 < t < 18
No changeover of tasks occurred. The hand was taken off from the manipulators.
5) t = 18
The rigid coupling function was shifted to an inertia manipulation function. The transformation matrix was as follows: 
6) t > 18
The load moved freely while it was grasped by the manipulators. Fig. 18 shows differential force, that is the grasp force, was almost constant after the grasp function was applied. It means grasp motion was sustained. The transformation vector in (23) shows that the inertia manipulation function is based on the sum information of both manipulators. Hence, external force on the manipulators was assisted and the virtual inertia on entire motion became smaller. The experimental result mentions that function-based controller design simplify the way to shift tasks. Since each function is independent to each other, tasks could be adjusted without considering the entire system.
Conclusion
This paper described function-based controller design for decentralized control systems. The features of functionbased controller design are as follows:
• design is simple since a function is a minimum component; • design is explicit since the controller directly corresponds to the function; • many kinds of exceptions such as faults, performance limits and environmental variations are handled in the unified fashion; and • the task shift could be executed without considering the entire system. The most basic philosophy implied in this study is "controller design as combination of detachable components." The philosophy is that various kinds of controllers are designed in advance like peripheral equipments for a PC and they are activated when there is a request. A great patterns of tasks are realized with such a framework. This kind of concept will be a key for future motion control since a robot in real environment has to keep modifying its controller in response to task shifts and exceptions. Our future work is to expand this method to multidimensional systems and heterogeneous systems.
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